
Biomechatronics Prüfung 
 

1. Zonnere application die verschedne ahforderige ufzähle (VL 1, human factors, 
safety, patients needs etc) 
-what for criteria do we have to consider, if we want to create a bionic eye? first 
question: is the optical nerve intact or not? seeing what is there, what is the normal 
eye doing? focus, it has to adapt to the brightness (f.e. if you come out from the 
tunnel. and there’s the sun shining, first you don’t see anything then you’ll recognize 
more, important function), aesthetics, you need to control your eye, resolution, 
interface with the nerves 

 
2. PID Control guet lehre; wele teil P, I, D  bewerkt was? Tabälle zo dem chegge, bi üs 

esch tabelle ned 1:1 cho sondern MC froge. 

 
o Proportional (present): P-Controller beschreibt den linearen Kontrolloutput 

der Input-Zunahme ähnlich wie eine mechanische Feder (y=k*x). Je höher die 
Konstante unseres P-Controllers kp, verringert sich t90 und der steady-state 
error, währen sich der Overshoot erhöht und die Oszillationen dauern länger 
an. Der Ubias wird benützt, um einen Offset, welcher z.B. von der 
Erdanziehungskraft ausgelöst wird, auszugleichen. Durch eine Integration 
wird dieser Ubias automatisch gesetzt (siehe Integral) 

o Integral (Past): Ist dafür da, um steady-state-error zu eliminieren. Des 
weiteren werden Overshoot leicht erhöht und t90 leicht reduziert. Er wertet 
immer die Differenz zwischen Input und Output im steady state aus, integriert 
diese über die Zeit, was zu Fläche zwischen den beiden Werten führt, welche 
dann abgezogen wird und somit steady state error eliminiert 

o Derivative (future): der derivative controller hat einen dämpfenden Effekt, 
wodurch der Overshoot und die Oszillierungen reduziert werden aber die t90 
erhöht wird. Das System erreicht dadurch seinen steady state viel schneller. 

3. Matrize zo rotation, translation ond scaling chönne (rendering technologies) 

PIDETuning:

ZieglerENichols,(ZN)

setpoint,weighting, antiEintegral,windup

derivative,filters



 
4. unterschied brushed, ned brushed dc-motor. 
5. Brushed DC motors 

-Generates torque from DC power using a mechanical commutator with brushes, 
stationary magnet(s) & rotating electrical magnet(s) (coils) 
-Advantages: cheap, reliable, simple to control motor speed 
-Disadvantages: maintenance (commutator) -> because oft he sliding, low life 
span (worn off) -> Schleifkontakt, 
Abnutzung 
-Input Video: Stator provides constant 
magnetic field and armature (which is 
the rotating part) is a simple coil. 
Armature is connected to a DC power 
source through a pair of commutator 
rings. When current flows through 
coil, an electromagnetic force is 
induced on it according to Lorentz so the coil will start to rotate. 

 
Brushless DC motors 

-Rotating permanent magnet and stationary electrical magnets on the motor 
housing (to avoid brushes) 
-Has an electronic commutation system 
-Advantages: longer life span, little/no maintenance, efficient 
-Disadvantage: higher cost, higher inertia 
-Input Video: Rotor of BLDC motor is a 
permanent magnet, the stator has a coil 
arrangement as shown (electromagnetic). By 
applying DC power to the coil, the coil will 
energized and becoming a electromagnet. 
The operation of a BLDC is based on a simple 
force interaction between the permanent 
magnet and electro magnet.  
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Moving/Scaling Objects – 3D Transformations 

Translation 

 

 

Scaling 

 

 
 

Rotation 

(e.g. x-axis) 



 
-Input Internet: In order to eliminate the sparking and 
wear of brushes for mechanical commutation, the motor 
design can be turned inside out by placing the permanent 
magnets on the rotor, and the electro-magnets in the 
stator. Replacing mechanical with electronic 
commutation, the same effect can be achieved, and is 
known as a brushless DC motor 
 
6. impedance/ admittance control: tabelle wo 

esch weli kontrolle stabil bzw ned (rigid wall, free air). Tabelle chegge..esch alles 
vertüschlet gse ond die wos nor osswändig glehrt hend hend abcaked. 

 
7. korve esch met 3 bit acqusition zeichnet gse ond mer hend sie mösse met 2 bit 

zeichne + säge weli acquisition besser esch. (3 bit well vell besseri resolution hesch) 

 
-you have to make sure, 
that the range (here 0 to 
10 Volt) divided by 2n 
(n=bit) is smaller than 
the minimal change that 
you want to detect 
(range/2n) 
-3 bit -> 23 -> 8 levels 
only -> you get a step 
level 
 

 
8. säge was nyquist theorem esch 

! 64!

!
Problem!using!this!scheme!may!be!due!to!the!system!of!reacting!to!force,!looking!at!a!knee!
prosthesis:!if!you!bang!your!knee!against!a!chair,!inflicting!a!force!and!a!motion!of!changing!the!
position!of!it,!it’s!already!too!late.!
!

8.6*Impedance*vs*admittance*control*

!
Two!different!approaches!in!controlling!devices:!either!by!motion!command!or!by!force!command!of!
the!user.!Problems!which!may!appear!in!impedance

!
! !

In!contrast!to!impedance!control,!
admittance!control!is!based!on!a!force!input!
and!a!motion!output.!!
Advantages:!you!can!control!the!behaviour!
of!the!real!dynamics,!for!example!the!spring!
on!the!left!side;!
A!damping!fluid!mimics!a!springlike!
behaviour,!a!virtual!spring.!Once!it!starts!
oscillating!it!wouldn’t!stop,!but!using!forced!
dynamics!it!is!possible!to!stop!it!.!
!



-Input Internet: Das Abtasttheorem besagt, dass ein auf  bandbegrenztes Signal 

mit einer Frequenz von größer  abgetastet werden muss, damit man es 
aus dem zeitdiskreten Signal wieder exakt rekonstruieren kann. (fmax = highest 
frequency appearing in signal) 
-Folie: A bandlimited time-continuous signal can be perfectly reconstructed from an 
infinite sequence of samples, if the sampling rate f

s
(samples per second) is greater 

than 2 times the bandlimit, f
b 

(highest frequency appearing in the signal) 

-Folie: States that sampling must occur at more than twice the maximum frequency 

of acquired signal to retain all frequency components    

9. definition psychophysik 
-Study of relationship between physical properties of a stimulus and perception of 
that stimulus 

10. verschedni display beschriebe (optic, acustic, haptic), je es bispell chönne ufzähle 
ond de zueghörig sinn (vision, hearing, feeling) grob erkläre 

o Optic: 
o Polarisation filters: users wear passive glasses with corresponding 

polarization filters so that only the appropriate left/right image passes 
each filter. Use of perpendicular polarization planes to transport the 
image. Either use 2 projectors or use a shuttle to change the plane to 
90°.  

o Anaglyphs: left and right image distinguished by 2 complementary 
colours. 2 images in 1 (redish and blue) and only 1 image goes to 1 eye 
with respective color -> image is not with real colors, only those 2 and 
will appear black and white 

o Acoustic 
o Headphones: stereo sound, no/little sidetones, quality is independent 

from position, not realistic during head rotations 
o Mono speaker: only single sound direction, must be placed close to 

visual display, only static sound sources simulated  
o Haptic 

o Haptic sense involves both: tactile perception through the skin & 
kinesthetic perception of position and movement of joints and 
muscles 

o Haptic displays: vibration displays, pin-arrays and braille displays 
11. verschedni tastzelle vo de huut kenne ond wösse weli das för was send (drock, 

vibration etc.) 
-Meissner: low-frequency vibrations, changes in texture (Oberflächenstruktur?) 
-Merkel: sustained touch and pressure 
-Ruffini: sustained pressure, skin stretch, slip 
-Pacini: deep pressure, high-frequency vibrations 

12. ontersched end-effector ond exoskeleton roboter, problem wo ufträtet 
-Exoskeleton: Mobile machine consisting of an outer framework worn by a person 
and powered by a system of motors that elivers at least part of the energy for limb 
movement 

o Problem: Alignment of humand and robotic joint 
-Endeffector-based: robotic prolongation of human that interacts with the 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandbegrenzung
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abtastung_(Signalverarbeitung)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeitdiskretes_Signal


environment 
o Problem: the control of complex and easy movements 

 Input Internet: Impedance/Admittance 
Mechanical impedance: Z(w)=F(w)/V(w) 
For a system with very high impedance, large forces produce small velocities and in 
low impedance system small forces result in large velocities. There’s more to it which 
concerns us as frequency plays an important part in mechanical impedance (hence 
the ‘ω’ in the equation to signify that each of these quantities are changing with 
time) but that will save for another post. We can think of our haptic interaction with 
the world in terms of changes in impedance. When we move our hand through the 
air, we perceive a low impedance, there is very little resistance to motion. If we hold 
something heavy in our hand and move it around, we perceive an increased 
impedance because the resulting change in velocity due to our applied muscle force 
is lower (also there is a gravitational affect here). If we push on a stationary object 
and it deforms easily we will perceive a system with low impedance (like a cushion or 
a rubber ball). If we push on an object and it doesn’t move or change shape at all (a 
table top for example) it will seem to have a very high impedance. 
One way to think of the role of a force feedback haptic device is as a system with a 
controllable impedance. When we are using haptic device to interact with a virtual 
environment and we come into contact with a rigid surface the device will try to 
generate a large impedance and when the user is moving through free space (in the 
virtual world) the device will try to have as little impedance as possible so the user 
doesn’t perceive themselves to be contacting anything at all. Both the range of 
impedances a device can create (Z-width), from unrestricted motion to maximum 
stiffness, and the speed it can change its impedance (frequency bandwidth) are 
important performance measures in the design of force feedback haptic devices 

 

 Force Feedback Haptic Control – The Essentials 
Of the robotic control schemes applicable to haptics, most can be divided into: 
admittance using end-point force sensing, and impedance using back-drivable 
devices. For simplicity, most researchers just call these two control schemes 
admittance and impedance control. For our purposes, the term impedance can be 
thought of as a physical system accepting a motion input and yielding a force 
output while its counterpart, admittance, would be a system which accepts force 
inputs and produces motion output (a future post while cover admittance and 
impedance better). A handy way to think of the difference between the two control 
approaches is to think of force based haptic interaction in terms of two manipulators 
acting on each other, a robotic one and a human one. In an impedance control 
scheme the human assumes the role of the admittance and the robot is the 
impedance. In admittance control the roles are reversed. We can use a bit of maths 
to demonstrate the difference. Here is the classic equation of a spring: 
f(t)=-k x(t). In an impedance control mode, the haptic device measures the position 

‘x’ caused by the user moving the system (robot) and it responds by producing a 
force ‘f’ based on parameters from the VE, typically calculated as a virtual spring 
between the current position of the device and the position of the surface the user is 
in contact with. In an admittance control mode, the haptic device measures the 
force the user is applying to it and responds by moving to keep the force at the 
level defined by the VE, i.e. if the user isn’t touching anything in the virtual 



environment, the robot will try to move out of the way so quickly that no (or as little 
as possible) resistance is felt. 

  



Clicker: 20.04. 
We have only been introduced to integration methods for first order ODEs. Therefore 
we can... (select only 1 best fitting answer) 

 only simulate systems with first order dynamics. 

 simulate systems with any order dynamics, as long as we can bring them to first order state-space 
representation. 

 look up the state-space representation for higher order systems online and derive the integration method 
for ourselves. 
 

Using an (implicit) Trapezoidal Method is more accurate than using an Explicit Euler 
Method. (select only 1 best fit answer) 

 Yes, since the (implicit) Trapezoidal Method provides a more accurate approximation, since it uses both 
the Explicit and Implicit Euler Methods. 

 No, the (implicit) Trapezoidal Method provides a less accurate approximation, since the implicitnes used 
causes a singularity in the integration model. 

 Neither Yes nor No, accuracy of a simulation is always in a trade-off against calculational effort. 
Calculational effort is smaller for the Explicit Euler Method than for the (implicit) Trapezoidal Method. 
Dependent on the dynamics either a smaller time step with Explicit Euler or a larger timestep with 
(implicit) Trapezoidal Method result in a more accurate result. 

 
 

13.04. 
 

If we find a strong correlation between two observed entities (entity 1 and entity 2), 
then ... 

 entity 1 could be causally dependent on entity 2. 

 entity 2 could have a causally dependent on entity 1. 

 entity 1 and entity 2 could share a causal dependence on another unknown entity. 

 entity 1 and entity 2 are not necessarily related at all, we do not know how many entities were compared 
until this correlation was found. Therefore it could be pure chance. 

 

Characterize the following muscle activation dynamics equation for the first muscle 
and select each correct statement. 

 

 The model is a first order ODE, since there is no quadratic or higher order exponential term. 

 The model is second order ODE, since there is a second time derivative. 

 The model equation is homogeneous. 

 The model equation is non-homogeneous. 

 The model equation is a linear ODE. 

 The model equation is a non-linear ODE, because of the right side of the equation. 
 

Considering the following equation: 

 

Select the true statements below: 
 a(t) is the state and u(t) is the input. 

 u(t) is the state and a(t) is the input. 

 a(t) is the cause and u(t) is the effect. 

 u(t) is the cause and the a(t) is the effect. 



 Calculating u(t) from a given a(t) is called called forward dynamics. 

 Calculating a(t) from a given u(t) is called called inverse dynamics. 

 With the above equation we can neither calculate forward nor inverse dynamics. Because forward 
dynamics must always be motion synthesis and inverse dynamics motion analysis. 

 In general, calculating the forward dynamics is easier than inverse dynamics. 
 

23.03. 
How can you reduce the time delay due to low pass filtering (e.g. moving average filter)? 

 increase filter order or take more past values into account 
 take future values into account 
 apply filter forward in time, then backwards 
 apply filter backwards in time, then forward 

 
 

Please select all true statements: 

 Analog signals are time-continous, but have discretized values. 
 Analog signals are discretized in time, but have continous values. 
 Analog signals are discretized in time and have discretized values. 
 Analog signals are time-continous and have continous values. 
 Digital signals are time-continous, but have discretized values. 
 Digital signals are discretized in time, but have continous values. 
 Digital signals are time-continuous and have continuous values. 
 Digital signals are discretized in time and have discretized values. 

 
 
 
  



Answers: Clicker 
20.04.: 1. Question: 2nd option, 2. Question: 3rd option 
13.03 : 1. Question : all, 2. Question : 2nd, 4th, 5th , 3. Question : 1st, 4th, 8th  
23.03: 1. Question: last 3, 2. Question: 4th, 8th  
 
 
 


